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$ALOA is an ERC-20 governance and utility token used within the MonsterArmy ecosystem.
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1 • Introduction

$ALOA Token is our answer to a wish: create a cryptocurrency managed by an 
interconnected community of thousands of people. The true strength comes when we work 
together in harmony.

We started developing the $ALOA Token with that brilliant thought. 

$ALOA Coin is a digital currency created in the MonsterArmy Ecosystem to sponsor through 
blockchain, allowing athletes to focus more on their sport's training and competitions. And 
also for investors and cryptocurrency traders to invest in sports for athletes.

https://www.monsterarmy.io/
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2 • About $ALOA Token

2.1 Why choose the $ALOA Token?
More than a typical crypto coin, the $ALOA Token comes in a global strategy to empower 
athletes.

$ALOA is a crypto-token unlike any other and operates the Ethereum Blockchain with a total 
supply of 1B units.

$ALOA Token will ultimately power our Ecosystem, power our DApps, and provide a 
trustworthy source of value for investors and token holders.

With the $ALOA Token, anyone can easily invest directly in their favorite community, 
anytime, thanks to the power of cryptocurrency.

We're fully decentralized, 100% transparent, and reliable. You can already get $ALOA tokens 
dropped today if you are a MonsterArmy NFT holder. $ALOA is bringing about a new era in 
digital finance through community-driven cryptocurrency.

Join us to develop the partnership between a community and the athletes.

2.2 $ALOA Token Usage
$ALOA Token will be the Token that powers our entire business model and will finance 
athlete sponsorship.

It will be utilized in all of our DApps (Decentralized Applications). $ALOA Token Ecosystem 
will be built to encourage active and passive holders of the Token.

2.3 Fee Usage
No fees are collected by the $ALOA Token.

https://www.monsterarmy.io/
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• Athletes' tokens constitute 30% of the total token supply

• Team tokens constitute 20% of the total token supply

• Public Airdrop tokens constitute 10% of the total token supply

• Public sale tokens constitute 20% of the total token supply

• Public Partnerships tokens constitute 10% of the total token supply

• Development fund tokens constitute 10% of the total token supply

3 • Tokenomics of $ALOA Token
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4 • Roadmap

Sponsoring
• How to sponsor athletes
• How to involve community 

Organization

Together

• MonsterArmy.io 
• Aloacoin.com
• Marketing

• $Aloa holders governance
• Athletes sponsoring

Preparation
• MonsterArmy PFP
• $Aloa Token

Realization
• NFTs
• $Aloa Token
• $Aloa API 
• $Aloa exchanges listing
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5 • Conclusion

The $ALOA community started with the sees of an idea. What could occur with no centralized 
team, no funding, and no immediate leadership? Could decentralization work? Could we 
follow the ideal storm of digital currencies, like BTC or DOGE, except perpetuate something 
fully community-driven instead?

This is the beginning of a new period for decentralized communities. When the moment is 
right (because good things can't be rushed), $ALOA will be the crucial point of contact 
between the decentralized world and global communities, allowing us to actualize our vision 
of the widespread adoption of cryptocurrency. Again, we would like to thank each one of 
you.

Without your participation, none of this would be possible. It's time for us to begin.

6 • WOOF PAPER (White Paper)

This is a living document, and data is up to date at publishing. Please note information herein 
does not constitute investment advice, financial trading advice, or any other kind of advice, 
and you should not treat any of the content as such.

The $ALOA team suggests you conduct your due diligence and consult your financial advisor 
before making any investment decisions.

By purchasing any $ALOA product, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or 
investment. You agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses of taxes you 
may incur. You also agree that the group presents the products "as is" and is not required to 
provide any support or services. You should not expect any form from the $ALOA Ecosystem 
and its team.

Although $ALOA is a community-driven Ecosystem and not a registered digital currency, the 
group strongly recommends that residents in areas with government bans on Crypto do not 
buy it because the team cannot ensure compliance with your territories regulations.

Always make sure that you yield to your local laws and laws before making any purchase.


